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Abstract—In the literature, the majority of research efforts1

in power line communication (PLC) has been focused on the2

physical layer in order to deal with issues such as the time vary-3

ing behavior of loads in electric power systems, the presence of4

high power impulsive noise, the occurrence of impedance mis-5

matching, the widespread use of unshielded power cables, and the6

existence of coupling losses. While some works have also been car-7

ried out on the PLC medium access control (MAC) sublayer, there8

are scopes for further research to address the novel demands9

associated with cyber physical systems that need to mitigate10

unfairness in resource sharing, collisions and starvation, among11

other issues which may degrade data communication quality. In12

this paper, we provide a comprehensive survey regarding the13

state-of-the-art of MAC protocols for PLC systems, including an14

overview of existing PLC MAC research results and an organiza-15

tion of current PLC MAC protocols in terms of type of protocols,16

applications, and main research focus. Moreover, we present mod-17

ern PLC technologies and standards, highlighting their MAC18

sublayer characteristics and providing a detailed comparative19

analysis of PLC MAC protocols in the context of current and20

emerging PLC applications. Finally, we identify future trends21

within the scope of the MAC sublayer for PLC systems with22

a view to stimulating additional research efforts on PLC MAC23

design.24

Index Terms—Power line communication, medium access con-25

trol, time division multiple access, carrier sense multiple access,26

smart things, vehicular networks, multimedia.27

I. INTRODUCTION28

POWER line communication (PLC) has been attracting29

worldwide attention due to its usefulness for smart grids,30

Internet of Things, multimedia, in-vehicle data communica-31

tion, among other applications [1]. PLC technology requires32

less investment in additional telecommunication infrastructure,33
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since it works over preexisting electric power system infras- 34

tructure. For instance, regarding in-vehicle systems, PLC is 35

very attractive since it provides an additional data communi- 36

cation path, while increasing reliability due to the low number 37

of connections and reducing manufacturing and operative costs 38

related to the weight of unnecessary additional cabling [2], [3]. 39

The use of electric power grids as a telecommunication 40

medium has been known since the beginning of the 20th 41

century. Initially, PLC was employed in narrowband (NB) 42

or low data rate technologies, such as remote meter read- 43

ing and telephonic communications [4]. Recently, multimedia 44

and in-vehicle (aircraft, car, ship and spacecraft) applica- 45

tions have been motivating research on broadband (BB), or 46

high speed PLC. PLC systems have already been successfully 47

adopted in key applications such as: smart grids [5]–[7], smart 48

home [8]–[10], in-vehicle data networks [11]–[13], high-speed 49

network [14], home area network [15]–[17], smart meter- 50

ing [18], [19], multimedia and access data network [20]–[22]. 51

Regardless of the applications, widely used PLC standards, 52

such as HomePlug [23], IEEE 1901 [24], IEEE 1901.2 [25], 53

ITU.T G.hn [26] and ITU-T G.hnem [27] focus their spec- 54

ifications on physical (PHY) and link layers. These layers 55

are totally related to the data communication medium, while 56

the upper layers are oriented for establishing and managing 57

the data network. The PHY layer addresses the modulation 58

and encapsulation of information for its reliable transmission 59

through the data communication medium, while the link layer 60

has three main functions: multiple access, resource sharing and 61

traffic control [28]. 62

A. PLC PHY and MAC Research 63

Historically, PLC research efforts have been largely focused 64

on the PHY layer due to the complexity of electric power 65

systems and the challenges to their use as a data communica- 66

tion medium. For example, there are the dynamics and diver- 67

sity of loads (e.g., time-frequency varying behavior [29], [30]; 68

remarkable signal attenuation when frequency and/or distance 69

increase(s); impedance mismatching at the points of connec- 70

tion among power lines, loads and transceivers [31]; high 71

power impulsive noises yielded by connecting and discon- 72

necting loads, equipment and alternate current/direct current 73

(AC/DC) converters [32]–[34]; electromagnetic interference 74

due to the use of unshielded power lines and coupling 75

problems [35], [36]); restrictive regulatory constraint on 76

electric field irradiation. To address some of these issues, 77
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the PLC community is consistently developing advanced78

tools, techniques, methods and approaches [37]–[39]. For79

instance, [40]–[44] proposed, respectively, cooperative proto-80

cols and resource allocation techniques to improve PLC system81

performance at the PHY layer to handle some of these issues.82

Moreover, [45]–[52] investigated hybrid data communication83

media, which involves PLC and wireless channels, aiming to84

improve performance (data-rate and reliability) at the PHY85

layer.86

On the other hand, relevant data communication features87

are related to the medium access control (MAC) sublayer.88

For example, unfairness of resource allocation [53], starva-89

tion [54], collisions [21] and channel access delay [55] may90

affect users’ satisfaction, system performance and reliability91

at upper layers. Therefore, it is important to deeply study92

MAC protocols in order to deal with these features more93

effectively [56]. In fact, MAC protocols are capable of rein-94

forcing PLC system reliability and performance [57], [58] and95

guaranteeing quality of service (QoS) [59].96

Despite the variety of existing MAC protocols and their97

relevance for PLC systems, there is a lack of comprehensive98

analyses and discussion, in the literature, driving attention to99

PLC systems within the MAC sublayer perspective. Various100

surveys about PLC focus on subjects related to the PHY101

layer [60]–[62], but these works do not provide informa-102

tion about appropriate PLC MAC protocols according to each103

PLC application and they do not emphasize data communi-104

cation challenges related to the MAC sublayer perspective.105

While [63]–[65] provided a brief and interesting overview106

about the MAC sublayer of PLC system, the treatment was107

not thorough and the subjects were only briefly explored.108

B. Overview of Contributions109

This paper offers a comprehensive survey about the MAC110

sublayer for PLC systems because it is one of the most impor-111

tant component of a PLC modem. In fact, having a big picture112

of PLC MAC protocols is of utmost importance to extend113

and stimulate researches for future improvements and to intro-114

duce new protocols that contribute to maximize the use of the115

electric power system infrastructure for data communication116

purpose. The aim is to pave the way for bringing researchers’117

attention to novel communication demands [66], [67] related118

to Internet of Things (IoT), smart things, multimedia and119

in-vehicle applications. In order to establish a systematic120

presentation of several aspects related to PLC MAC protocols,121

this work deals with the following contributions:122

• An organization of PLC MAC protocols into contention-123

free, contention based, and hybrid. Moreover, we classify124

these protocols in terms of applications and main research125

focus.126

• A description of the main PLC standards and their MAC127

sublayer characteristics. Additionally, we analyze PLC128

applications, under the suggested organization perspective129

and their associated MAC protocols.130

• A discussion of research opportunities, challenges and131

future trends related to PLC MAC protocols that we132

believe can offer some guidances for researchers and133

practitioners in this field. These are very interesting134

issues, because the novelties related to IoT, smart things,135

multimedia and in-vehicular communications have to be 136

studied in order to optimize the use of network resources 137

in PLC systems. 138

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: 139

Section II focuses on the suggested organization of PLC 140

MAC protocols. Section III addresses PLC standards from a 141

MAC sublayer perspective. Sections IV–VI focus on Smart 142

Things, multimedia and in-vehicular applications, respec- 143

tively, while Section VII addresses future trends and potential 144

research issues. Finally, Section VIII provides some conclud- 145

ing remarks. 146

II. PLC MAC PROTOCOLS ORGANIZATION 147

In this section, we organize PLC MAC protocols from the 148

literature into well-known subgroups (i.e., frequency band- 149

width, channel assignment, medium access methods, appli- 150

cation and main research focus). In this regard, we aim at 151

offering an index for the readers in order to facilitate the study 152

of the state of the art. 153

MAC protocols are often associated with MAC methods 154

to perform several functionalities, such as multiple access, 155

resource sharing and traffic control [28]. According to [37], a 156

MAC method (e.g., time division multiple access (TDMA)) 157

divides the transmission resources into accessible sections, 158

which can be used for multiple users. In this sense, MAC 159

protocols represent specific resource sharing strategies, which 160

focus on organizing the access of these multiple users to the 161

shared medium. 162

A. Organization Based on Frequency Bands 163

Based on PLC MAC protocols characteristics [14] and on 164

well-established terminologies in the PLC community, we can 165

offer the organization presented in Figure 1. In this figure, we 166

organize, initially, MAC protocols into NB (low-bit-rate) and 167

BB (high-bit-rate) PLC technologies [121] due to the fact that 168

both of them demand distinct solutions of their MAC sublayers 169

in terms of requirements of the associate applications. These 170

applications are in accord with the PLC terminology for nar- 171

rowband and broadband PLC systems that do not follow the 172

usual definition of narrowband and broadband in the communi- 173

cations field. As a matter of fact, narrowband PLC (NB-PLC) 174

works at lower frequencies (e.g., below 500 kHz [25]), lower 175

bit-rates (i.e., kbps), and can be used in short and long dis- 176

tance applications (up to a hundred of Km [122]). On the other 177

hand, broadband PLC (BPLC) works at higher frequencies 178

(e.g., from 1.7 MHz up to 100 MHz [24]), high-bit-rates (i.e., 179

several Mbps) and can only be used in short distance appli- 180

cations (less than 200 meters without repeaters). In fact, the 181

disparity between NB and BB characteristics reveal distinct 182

sets of features to be fulfilled by PLC MAC protocols. 183

More specifically, [70] presents narrowband PLC (NB-PLC) 184

systems characteristics and advantages under certain scenar- 185

ios and applications. According to the author, such systems 186

demand low-cost chipset as well as easy installation. In 187

addition, NB-PLC systems do not generate significant electro- 188

magnetic interference (EMI), and, thus, they are recommended 189

for long range and low-bit-rate applications. These advantages, 190

and others pointed out in [122], have been inspiring the use 191
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of NB-PLC in smart grids applications [68], such as smart192

meters [19], smart homes [71] and in-vehicle [13].193

B. Organization Based on Channel Assignment and MAC194

Methods195

Regarding each application, attentions can be given to the196

channel assignment methods, which highlight MAC protocol197

research when the applications are grouped in typical types198

(i.e., Smart Things, multimedia and in-vehicle). The following199

statements are valuable regarding contention-free, contention-200

based or hybrid MAC protocols for NB and BB applications:201

• Contention-free protocols, such as the ones based on202

TDMA access method [68], [78], [79] and on polling-203

based protocols [75], [76]. These protocols are more204

suitable for data networks with bounded access delay205

(e.g., QoS requirements) and for multimedia applications,206

because they have a predictable round-trip time. However,207

contention-free protocols may be impaired by a difficult208

synchronization process, which may cause scheduling209

problems.210

• Contention-based protocols, such as the ones based211

on carrier sense multiple access/collision avoidance212

(CSMA/CA) [70], [73], [84], carrier sense multiple213

access/collision detection (CSMA/CD) [112], [113] and214

on ALOHA protocols [106]–[108]. These protocols are215

suitable for data networks that do not require cen-216

tral coordinators and for large scale non-saturated data217

networks, because only active users will contend for218

accessing communication channel and a random backoff219

procedure minimizes the effects of collisions. However,220

contention-based protocols may introduce starvation (e.g.,221

low priority users may never win channel access when222

contending against high priority users) and, usually, sat-223

urated data networks significantly increase the collision224

rate.225

• Hybrid protocols, such as the ones in HomePlug [123]226

and in IEEE 1901 [24]. These Standards address proto-227

cols in which desired QoS parameters may be achieved in228

a distributed manner. In fact, hybrid protocols take advan-229

tage of both contention-based and contention-free MAC230

protocols characteristics. Zaballos et al. [76] proposed231

two hybrid protocols based on Time Division MAC232

(TDM) and Coexisting MAC protocol (CMP) working233

together with polling. Additionally, they analyzed differ-234

ent approaches to deal with common problems related235

to hybrid protocols, such as design complexity and236

overheads of beacon generation.237

C. Discussion of the Proposed Organization238

Through Figure 1 it is possible to note, for instance, that239

different types of MAC protocols are associated with NB when240

compared to BB. For instance, TDMA-based MAC proto-241

cols were investigated for allowing contention-free channel242

assignment in NB applications while both Reservation and243

TDMA-based MAC protocols were in BB applications. This244

kind of comparison can bring our attention to what have been245

Fig. 2. Frequency Bands of PLC MAC protocols.

Fig. 3. Types of MAC protocols in narrowband PLC systems.

investigated and to opportunities for investigating other kinds 246

of MAC protocols according to demands of each application. 247

Based on Figure 1, Figure 2 shows that broadband 248

PLC MAC protocols are more common in the literature. 249

Furthermore, it is important to mention that PLC Standards, 250

such as IEEE 1901.2010, HomePlug AV and ITU-T G.hn, 251

work with CSMA/CA due to its lower channel access delay 252

and lower synchronization demands when compared to other 253

methods such as TDMA. Moreover, CSMA/CA is capa- 254

ble of performing dynamic assignment of users and it is 255

suitable for decentralized data network topologies. Hence, 256

contention-based protocols have been receiving more attention 257

in the literature, as showed in Figures 3 and 4, also based on 258

Figure 1. However, these Standards also adopt TDMA, due 259

to its deterministic round-trip time, in applications with strict 260

QoS requirements. Nevertheless, both CSMA/CA and TDMA 261

also have disadvantages which must be taken into account. 262

For the CSMA/CA, collisions and starvation are common 263

problems. The former occur when more than one user attempts 264

to access the medium at the same time. We discuss several 265

works which focus on building and modifying backoff proce- 266

dures to mitigate this problem. The latter is a common problem 267

in saturated data networks considering priority based protocols 268

in which low priority users never obtain channel access over 269

the high priority ones. Thus, priority-based schemes, mainly 270

in saturated data networks, must have mechanisms to avoid 271

this situation. 272

In the case of TDMA, one of its potential drawbacks occurs 273

when there are idle users in a given frame. In this case, their 274
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Fig. 4. Types of MAC protocols in broadband PLC systems.

time-slots will remain allocated, which represents a resource275

waste. Therefore, it seems to be necessary to associate the use276

of TDMA with appropriate MAC protocols in order to avoid277

such problems depending on the target application.278

Other than CSMA/CA and TDMA, reservation-based pro-279

tocols have being considered for designing the MAC sublayer280

of PLC systems [120], [124], [125]. These kind of protocols281

can offer fairness of resource sharing, QoS and robustness282

against noisy channels. However, the reservation of the channel283

for specific network nodes is usually performed by a central284

coordinator through the exchange of several control messages,285

which limits the topology of reservation-based applications.286

D. Discussion About the Research Focus287

Another perspective to organize PLC MAC protocols is in288

terms of their applications, as we suggest in Figure 1. This289

kind of organization allows researchers to identify previous290

research in each application, which is a useful approach for291

starting a new application-oriented investigation. Based on the292

number of PLC MAC protocols, from the literature, related293

to each application, which are also organized in Figure 1, we294

evaluated the percentages presented in Figure 5, which show295

that multimedia is the most common application using these296

protocols.297

Lastly, Table I groups research related to PLC MAC pro-298

tocols according to their main focus. Based on the works299

grouped in each row of this table, it was possible to evaluate300

the percentages we present in Figure 6, which show that the301

majority of works related to contention-free, contention-based302

and hybrid PLC MAC protocols aims at improving through-303

put and at reducing delay, respectively. Research that focus304

on backoff contention window (CW) adjustments and collision305

problems are often related to CSMA/CA. Fairness occurs when306

the medium is equitably shared among active network nodes,307

which is strictly related to MAC methods and MAC protocols.308

Works that address packet loss rate are commonly associated309

with performance analysis, together with throughput. There are310

also works proposing MAC frame formats other than the ones311

from PLC Standards and some works which focus on jitter and312

latency because they are important QoS parameters for real313

time applications (e.g., multimedia applications such as video314

Fig. 5. Main applications of PLC MAC protocols.

Fig. 6. Main focus of PLC MAC protocols.

TABLE I
THE MAIN RESEARCH FOCUS RELATED TO PLC MAC PROTOCOLS

streaming). Energy efficiency related works are typically asso- 315

ciated with contention-based protocols, in which only active 316

nodes contend for the medium. Lastly, we found a work that 317

analyzes buffer management and starvation in a priority-based 318

scheme adopted in a contention-based MAC protocol. 319
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In the following sections, we use the aforementioned clas-320

sifications to organize the state of the art. Furthermore, we321

discuss PLC Standards and MAC protocols within the scope322

of their applications.323

III. MAC PROTOCOLS IN PLC STANDARDS324

AND TECHNOLOGIES325

In this section, we present the most common Standards326

in which PLC MAC protocols and technologies are based,327

highlighting their MAC sublayer characteristics.328

The most studied PLC applications regarding MAC pro-329

tocols (see Figure 1) are, generally, based on established330

PLC standards. This is because standards may provide coex-331

istence and/or interconnection among new and preexistent332

technologies. For instance, NB-PLC system applications are333

relatively new and, so, they need to make use of mechanisms334

to coexist with preexistent technologies. Thus, the interna-335

tional telecommunication union (ITU), IEEE societies and336

other alliances have been investing in NB-PLC standards, such337

as IEEE 1901.2 [25], which involves players like G3-PLC338

Alliance [129]; ITU-T G.hnem [27]; PRIME [130], developed339

by the the PRIME Alliance [131].340

Different from NB-PLC systems, BPLC systems [132] oper-341

ate in a wider frequency bandwidth and, as a consequence,342

they achieve much higher bit-rates. Thus, applications such343

as multimedia [78], in-home Internet service [16], indoor data344

network [114] and some smart grids applications [7] use BPLC345

systems.346

In this context, in the year of 2001, the HomePlug Powerline347

Alliance released the HomePlug 1.0 Standard [23], which is348

capable of supporting a raw transmission rate up to 14 Mbps.349

Later, in 2005, the HomePlug Powerline Alliance published350

a high speed PLC technology supporting up to 200 Mbps,351

namely Homeplug AV [123]. In the same year, a working352

group of IEEE initiated a a project aimed at the unification of353

power line technologies in a single standard named as IEEE354

1901 [24], which addressed both in-home and access broad-355

band applications [133], [134]. In 2006, ITU-T started the356

G.hn project [135] with the goal of developing a next gen-357

eration of unified home data network transceiver capable of358

operating over a variety of wired media, including power lines,359

with bit-rates up to 1 Gbps. In 2010, IEEE published the IEEE360

1901 Standard, which is capable of supporting a transmission361

rate up to 500 Mbps. Finally, in 2015, the G.hn Standard was362

launched [26].363

Currently, PLC has been gaining significant attraction on the364

global market. Companies worldwide are developing and com-365

mercializing PLC technologies and launching innovative prod-366

ucts. For instance, Texas Instruments [136] and Atmel [137]367

manufacture NB-PLC chipsets for smart things with support368

for G3-PLC, IEEE 1901.2 and PRIME standards; Maxim369

Integrated [138] commercializes NB-PLC chipsets compati-370

ble with IEEE 1901.2, ITU-T G.hnem, G3-PLC and PRIME371

standards; Qualcomm [139] manufactures BPLC chipsets for372

smart-things, multimedia and in-vehicle applications based on373

HomePlug standards and IEEE 1901; MegaChips [140] man-374

ufactures PLC chipsets for smart things applications fully375

TABLE II
NB-PLC STANDARDS

TABLE III
BPLC STANDARDS

compliant with HD-PLC; Panasonic [141] manufactures BPLC 376

chipset for multimedia based on HD-PLC; Marvell [142] man- 377

ufactures chipsets compatible with ITU-T G.hn for home 378

broadband network connectivity. 379

The aforementioned PLC standards present PHY and 380

link layers parameters and characteristics which allow 381

interconnection and coexistence with other data communi- 382

cation systems (PLC or not), besides ensuring the correct 383

operation of the data communication system and usage of all 384

available resources. Tables II and III list some of the main 385

NB and BPLC standards, respectively, highlighting their MAC 386

methods and their main applications. Note that all NB-PLC 387

standards use CSMA/CA, in which only active users contend 388

for the communication medium. CSMA/CA is suitable for 389

reducing energy consumption and improving resource sharing 390

in applications such as smart things (i.e., smart grids, smart 391

meter and smart home) and in-vehicle data networks [6], [105]. 392

On the other hand, there are BPLC standards which also con- 393

sider the use of TDMA [143], in general, for multimedia and 394

real time applications [13], [81]. In fact, the predictable round- 395

trip time of the TDMA is desirable for applications with strict 396

QoS requirements, as mentioned earlier. In Sections IV–VI, 397

we expand our discussions focusing on PLC MAC protocols 398

within the scope of the main PLC applications. 399

IV. PLC MAC PROTOCOLS FOR SMART THINGS 400

Internet of Things (IoT) has been attracting significant 401

research attention due to its wide applicability to information 402

technology and industry [151]. The basic idea of this con- 403

cept is the interconnection of a variety of objects (e.g., electric 404

and electronic devices) [152], which create scenarios of perva- 405

sive technology, such as smart cities, smart homes, smart grid, 406

1Recently, Vlachou et al. [149], [150] analyzed the IEEE 1901 Standard
and proposed modifications to enhance its CSMA/CA performance when
compared to its default configuration.
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Fig. 7. Smart Grid interconnecting industry, home, electric cars and
renewable energy sources.

among other smart things. In this context, PLC systems are407

attractive for providing the interconnection of electric and elec-408

tronic devices, because they are usually already plugged into409

the electric power grids through outlets. In the following sub-410

sections, we discuss the MAC sublayer from the perspective411

of “smart things”.412

A. Smart Grid413

Historically, the first PLC applications were related to load414

management, electricity meter reading and telephonic com-415

munications [4], [37]. Nowadays, companies are investing in416

the concept of smart grid as the main PLC application. This417

investment is due to environmental concerns such as rising418

fuel costs and the energy crisis, since smart grid can avoid419

energy waste by providing full visibility and pervasive control420

of utility companies over their assets and services [153].421

Smart grid are modern electric power systems which422

improve the efficiency and resilience of energy generation,423

transmission, delivery and consumption in terms of security,424

reliability and flexibility [154], [155]. These modern grids help425

customers control their power consumption and, consequently,426

reduce energy demand and usage. Moreover, they enable427

the integration of renewable energy sources into the grid.428

Therefore, smart grid advantages are beyond financial achieve-429

ments and also positively impact environmental issues [156].430

In the literature, there are interesting surveys regarding smart431

grid challenges, motivations and open issues [157]–[159].432

Thus, in the present work, we focus on discussing PLC MAC433

protocols in the context of smart grid applications. Figure 7434

shows the smart grid interconnecting smart applications and435

renewable energy sources.436

Overall, smart grid heavily rely on the use of perva-437

sive telecommunication infrastructure. In this sense, [160]438

compared several possible data communication systems and439

showed that PLC is an attractive data communication technol-440

ogy for several smart grid applications. In summary, the use441

of preexistent infrastructure, which reduce installation costs,442

is one of the main motivations for using a PLC system in443

smart grid deployments. Moreover, PLC systems are inde-444

pendent of third parties (e.g., Internet or cellular service445

providers) [161] and can work as distributed sensing systems.446

Furthermore, [153] quoted PLC as one of the fastest technolo- 447

gies for data communication purposes at low cost and least 448

impact on the environment, when compared to other technolo- 449

gies. These PLC advantages are favorable to the development 450

of various smart grid applications. In this context, [122], [162] 451

describe smart grid applications, such as remote power grid 452

configuration, dynamic pricing, advanced metering and load 453

control, using PLC. 454

In this regard, it is important to discuss suitable MAC 455

protocols in order to efficiently assist smart grid applica- 456

tions based on PLC systems [101], [102]. In the literature, 457

there are authors who proposed the use of contention-free 458

protocols instead of contention-based protocols in NB scenar- 459

ios [68]. They showed that the latter lose more performance 460

than the former when the number of active data network users 461

increases. Regarding BB scenarios, it is also possible to use 462

contention-free protocols to reduce performance deterioration 463

in saturated data networks. In this case, TDMA time-slots can 464

be used for more than one user without collision by consid- 465

ering a tree topology and correctly selecting nodes that are 466

able to share time-slots [7]. However, the drawback for using 467

tree topology is that network nodes need to exchange con- 468

trol messages in order to know its descendants and ancestors. 469

Furthermore, each new node connected to the tree needs to 470

repeat the process of exchanging control messages. 471

In spite of the aforementioned statements, [6] considered 472

that contention-based protocols are more efficient in smart grid 473

applications than contention-free protocols because the former 474

yields lower latency than the latter. Moreover, Huo et al. [96] 475

showed that it is possible to improve CSMA/CA, a well 476

known contention-based protocol, performance in large scale 477

networks in terms of throughput, delay and packet loss 478

rate, motivating the use of contention-based protocols in 479

BPLC systems. Furthermore, [6], [72] proposed analytical 480

models to analyze the CSMA/CA performance in NB-PLC 481

systems. In fact, the majority of PLC standards for smart grid 482

(e.g., HomePlug GreenPhy (Homeplug GP) [146] and IEEE 483

1901 [24]) uses CSMA/CA as their main MAC method. On 484

the other hand, [8] proposed data network designs for central- 485

ized BPLC systems based on orthogonal frequency division 486

multiple access-TDMA (OFDMA-TDMA) and for distributed 487

BPLC systems based on OFDMA-CSMA. However, they did 488

not present comparative results of protocols based on these 489

methods. 490

Hybrid MAC protocols which use both TDMA and 491

CSMA/CA were described in [74] and [115]. More specifi- 492

cally, in [115], the use of an adaptive layer switching mecha- 493

nism was proposed, allowing the changing of the MAC method 494

in the runtime depending on the network utilization. When the 495

network utilization is low, TDMA-based protocols are not rec- 496

ommended, since inactive users’ time-slots will remain idle. In 497

this case, the proposed protocol switches to CSMA/CA mode, 498

in which only active users contend for the channel access. 499

Otherwise, when the network utilization is high, contention- 500

based protocols lose performance due to an increase in the 501

collision rate. In this case, the proposed protocol switches to 502

TDMA mode. In spite of good results, this protocol requires 503

the use of a master coordinator which is capable of switching 504
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the operational modes. Moreover, there is a switching time505

that needs to be considered in order to use the proposed pro-506

tocol. In [74], a hybrid protocol was proposed to divide a507

frame into a contention-free period and a contention-based508

period. During contention-free period, each user has a time-509

slot to access the channel. In the contention-based period, the510

authors consider a priority-based CSMA/CA protocol in which511

the highest priority belongs to control messages. Users that512

access the channel during contention-free period may contend513

for a new access during contention-based period again. Results514

show throughput improvement as well as delay and collisions515

reduction when compared to protocols based solely on TDMA516

or CSMA/CA. Note that, in [74], TDMA and CSMA/CA peri-517

ods will always exist during every frame thus eliminating the518

required switching time associated with the approach in [115],519

but it faces the TDMA disadvantages when the network use is520

low, and the CSMA/CA disadvantages when the network use521

is high.522

In general, it is common to find, in the literature, pro-523

posals for adjusting CSMA/CA CW or backoff period to524

improve performance of smart grid applications. The authors525

usually propose algorithms to calculate the CW optimal size526

adaptively, according to the number of active data network527

users [98]–[100]. In this sense, [70] introduced an adaptive528

algorithm to determine backoff periods, also considering the529

number of active users, which has a good synergy with adap-530

tive CW adjustments. However, numerical results from another531

work [97] showed that the use of polynomial and of expo-532

nential distributions to determine the backoff period reduce533

collision probability when compared to the use of adaptive534

algorithms. In this context, [5] compared different backoff535

algorithms in terms of key performance parameters, such as536

goodput, fairness and collisions. In [95], a channel prediction537

approach was proposed in order to reduce collisions and packet538

losses when compared to traditional carrier sense multiple539

access (CSMA) collision avoidance method in BPLC systems.540

Furthermore, the authors highlight that it is rare to find, in the541

literature, approaches which consider statistical regularity in542

the scope of the MAC sublayer of BPLC systems.543

There are also authors who advocate the modification and544

adaptation of wireless standards for a PLC scenario [71].545

Essentially, they outlined the adaptation of the IEEE 802.15.4546

Standard [163] (NB wireless sensor data networks) to NB-PLC547

systems, aiming at offering low energy consumption in a548

smart city. This adaptation included modifications in the549

IEEE 802.15.4 MAC sublayer specifications by incrementing550

the waiting time duration for acknowledgement responses in551

the adopted contention-based protocol (based on CSMA/CA).552

Despite showing interesting results, this adaptation also553

required hardware modifications, which could be avoided by554

considering the use of a default PLC standard.555

B. Smart Meters556

Historically, automatic meter reading (AMR) and advanced557

metering infrastructure (AMI) are recognized as critical steps558

in the smart grid world [164]. A smart meter is an elec-559

trical meter capable of recording information about electric560

Fig. 8. Smart meter basic operations.

power and energy consumption. Additionally, it is also capa- 561

ble of remotely reporting metering information back to the 562

utility for controlling, monitoring and billing functionalities 563

(see Figure 8). However, these monitoring functionalities can 564

also create privacy problems, which are matters of concern in 565

recent studies about the smart meter application [165], [166]. 566

In fact, through power consumption information, it is possible 567

to determine working hours, periods in which a family is not 568

at home, among others valuable information for thieves. 569

In this regard, the development of new MAC protocols 570

for smart meter applications which consider privacy issues 571

is an important research topic. In this sense, [165] high- 572

lighted confidentiality, integrity, authenticity, non-repudiation 573

and auditability as the main security requirements for privacy- 574

preserving protocols. Moreover, in order to ensure billing 575

privacy, [166] recommended the use of a trustful third party 576

or the customer itself for calculating the bill and ensure its 577

correctness via a trusted computer or via cryptography. The 578

main drawbacks of these approaches are that the use of a 579

third party increases the infrastructure complexity, the use of 580

a trusted computer requires additional hardware and the use 581

of cryptography may increase the smart meter complexity. 582

In the literature, we find several works that modify pre- 583

existent PLC standards and protocols in order to improve 584

meter reading performance. For instance, [19] verified the 585

impact of the digital modulation scheme on the performance 586

of the PRIME Standard [130] in a cross layer approach, 587

which involved PHY and link layers. The PRIME Standard 588

was designed for smart meter applications based on NB-PLC 589

systems and it uses contention-based protocols, related to 590

CSMA/CA. This work concluded that low order digital mod- 591

ulation constellations improve performance at the PHY layer, 592

but the digital modulation scheme does not influence the 593

collision rate of CSMA/CA. Thus, the authors proposed an 594

increment of CW size in order to reduce the number of col- 595

lisions. However, this work did not show any results attained 596

with CW size variation, and, thus, more research remains to 597

be done in this area. It is important to emphasize that an 598

increment in the CW size reduces collisions but leads to an 599

increment in the channel access delay [53]. Nevertheless, dif- 600

ferent from QoS-oriented or real-time applications, which have 601

strict delay requirements, smart meter applications are less 602

sensitive to CW adjustment approaches. 603

The use of contention-free MAC protocols, such as polling, 604

is also a common approach for AMR applications. According 605

to [75], it is motivated by the high throughput of polling 606

protocols for meter reading purposes, when compared to 607

contention-based protocols. Nevertheless, this work pointed 608

out that the data collection delay for polling protocol is higher 609

than that for contention-based protocols. In other words, there 610
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Fig. 9. Smart home functionalities.

is a trade-off between data collection delay and throughput611

and this work focused on balancing these metrics by using a612

hybrid protocol. Moreover, [76] proposed a hybrid protocol for613

AMR applications, given that polling protocols are not capa-614

ble of automatically managing associations with new meters to615

the PLC system. Furthermore, the authors analyzed different616

methods to combine the contention-free with the contention-617

based protocol, which is a matter of concern when hybrid618

MAC protocols are considered. In the literature, it is common619

to find hybrid MAC protocols that divide the frame dura-620

tion between a contention-based period and a contention-free621

period. This frame-division approach requires synchronization622

among all network nodes, which, consequently, reduces colli-623

sions. However, Zaballos et al. [76] used a different approach624

in which both types of protocol are superimposed so as to625

eliminate synchronization issues at the cost of an increase in626

the collision rate.627

C. Smart Homes628

Smart homes attracted researchers attention with the advent629

of IoT. For instance, [167] addressed smart home and home630

automation concepts, focusing on providing connectivity of631

devices in a home (home area network - (HAN)) in order to632

establish continuous control over such devices and appliances633

as surveillance cameras, lights, thermostats, among others (see634

Figure 9). In this context, the use of PLC systems is justified by635

the poor propagation quality of wireless data networks, under636

certain conditions, which brings wired connections back into637

research focus [92]. Additionally, [91] analyzed in-home PLC638

and wireless systems and the overall results showed that, for639

the studied cases, the former outperforms the latter for reliable640

connection service and throughput.641

BPLC standards (e.g., HomePlug 1.0, HomePlug AV, ITU-T642

G.hn and IEEE 1901) have been facilitating the development643

of household applications based on PLC systems, such as,644

multimedia, data networking and security protection devices,645

which can be connected and controlled conveniently by a gen-646

eral remote control device [168]. In this sense, [9] introduced a647

frame structure, aiming to provide integration of various kinds648

of home services and to optimize the use of the PLC system.649

The use of the proposed MAC frame leads to a better fram-650

ing efficiency when compared to the use of a HomePlug 1.0651

MAC frame. The main difference between these MAC frames652

is that the HomePlug 1.0 Standard specifies a peer to peer com-653

munication protocol over a PLC system, while the proposed654

MAC frame is specifically built for smart home applications, 655

addressing their specific QoS requirements. Other than inte- 656

gration of home devices, energy consumption is also a matter 657

of concern related to the in-home scenario. More specifically, 658

the development of new MAC protocols for in-home PLC 659

systems focus on energy management and consumption as 660

important research issues, since home energy usage tends to 661

increase as the variety and number of home electronic devices 662

increase. Han et al. [169] proposed a smart home technology 663

called Home Energy Management System (HEMS) focused 664

on two home energy scenarios: consumption (e.g., lights) and 665

generation (e.g., solar energy). HEMS monitors both energy 666

consumption and generation to minimize their cost. A draw- 667

back of this proposal is the lack of justification for the use of 668

MAC specifications from the IEEE 802.15.4, which, originally, 669

focus on low-rate wireless networks. Moreover, the authors 670

did not present results related to the use of the proposed 671

technology. 672

The advent of smart homes and smart devices leads to 673

heterogenous QoS requirements for MAC throughput, chan- 674

nel access delay and priority-based channel access, to name 675

a few. Thus, [55] evaluated MAC efficiency and medium 676

access delay performance of in-home BPLC systems based 677

on the HomePlug MAC. They considered saturated data 678

networks with prioritized traffic streams and concluded that 679

the HomePlug MAC guarantees QoS requirements in such 680

scenarios. In spite of this conclusion, there are numerical 681

analyses about HomePlug 1.0 performance [16], [17] which 682

show that high priority users have high collision proba- 683

bility in a saturated data network of an in-home BPLC 684

system, since their CWs are small. In fact, collision is a 685

common problem in contention-based protocols such as the 686

ones based on CSMA/CA. As an alternative to mitigate 687

this problem, the use of CSMA/CA in a data communica- 688

tion system based on orthogonal frequency division multiple 689

access (OFDMA) scheme can reduce collision rate and, as 690

a consequence, improve system throughput [15], [73], [93]. 691

In OFDMA-CSMA/CA, a channel is subdivided in a set 692

of subchannels. Each user receives subchannel state infor- 693

mation together with data message receptions. Then, each 694

user chooses the best idle subchannel to start its backoff 695

period. Note that the collision rate reduction occurs because 696

the contention period is distributed among different subchan- 697

nels, reducing the number of users contending for a single 698

subchannel. 699

Contention-free and hybrid protocols are also alternatives 700

to deal with the disadvantages of contention-based proto- 701

cols [111]. For instance, [77] proposed a contention-free 702

protocol to solve resource allocation problems of TDMA- 703

based in-home MAC protocols. In general, in TDMA-based 704

MAC protocols, time-slots of inactive users are not removed 705

from MAC frames, which represents a waste of network 706

resources. In order to mitigate this problem, the authors calcu- 707

lated the optimal duration of time-slots based on data network 708

dynamics. Basically, time-slots are dynamically distributed to 709

each user by a central coordinator based on QoS informa- 710

tion. This approach may improve resource sharing fairness 711

in TDMA-based PLC MAC protocols, because this dynamic 712
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sharing of network resource allow the elimination of idle time-713

slots by allocating network resources only for active users.714

Lastly, in [92], although the authors focused on the contention-715

based part of the proposed protocol, they discussed a hybrid716

protocol to improve throughput of in-home BPLC systems717

using a central coordinator which determines whether or not a718

given node will contend for the channel resource. However, the719

authors recognized that control messages overhead is a com-720

mon problem associated with the use of central coordinator721

nodes, which may limit throughput improvement. The mitiga-722

tion of this problem is an open research issue to improve the723

proposed protocol.724

In the next section, we discuss PLC MAC protocols in the725

context of multimedia applications, a growing demand among726

household applications.727

V. PLC MAC PROTOCOLS FOR MULTIMEDIA728

Multimedia refers to an interactive scenario among users as729

well as a combination of electronically delivered media (e.g.,730

video, audio, text, images). This interactive scenario has the731

challenge of ensuring QoS, quality of experience and quality of732

perception, which are surveyed in [170]. Additionally, in [171],733

there is a survey about forward error correction techniques for734

low delay multimedia applications, which may also improve735

users’ experience. In this context, the PLC advantages associ-736

ated with multimedia applications has been attracting research737

attention. A comparative performance study between wireless738

communication and PLC systems in multimedia scenario con-739

cluded that, while the former offers convenience and mobility,740

it suffers from overall stability problems common to wireless741

channels, which share spectrum with other interfering appli-742

cations such as microwave ovens. The latter, in contrast, has743

shown more stability, while also offering higher transmission744

rates [172].745

The launch of the HomePlug AV Standard [123], [173] fur-746

ther motivated the use of multimedia applications based on747

PLC systems. The QoS requirements of these applications748

using this standard were presented in [119]. Latency and jit-749

ter were shown to be important parameters, since multimedia750

includes real time applications (e.g., video streaming). In this751

regard, a MAC scheme aiming at reducing jitter and latency,752

and, as a consequence, improving multimedia application753

performance appeared in [85]. Despite the good results showed754

by the proposed protocol, it requires an augment of six octets755

in the control message size in order implement the needed pri-756

ority scheme. Moreover, the authors did not discuss the QoS757

deterioration which may occur when new users connect to758

the data network even when a priority scheme is considered.759

In this case, it is important to avoid excessive augmentation760

of latency and of jitter. In this sense, [59] offered a protocol761

which is activated when these QoS parameters start deterio-762

rating. Essentially, [59] defined jitter and latency thresholds763

for different multimedia applications. When these parame-764

ters of a given user reach the threshold, this user sends an765

alarm message to the data network central coordinator. Then,766

the central coordinator analyzes all users QoS conditions and767

transfer resources from users in a “good” condition to users in768

a “bad” condition to achieve fairness in data network resource 769

allocation. Results showed improvements when compared to 770

the CSMA/CA implemented in the HomePlug AV Standard. 771

However, these results require the use of a central coordinator, 772

which limits the protocol applications. Furthermore, the use 773

of proposed protocol may be challenging in terms of control 774

message overhead related to the alarm messages. 775

In the context of improving CSMA/CA, [88], [89], [100] 776

proposed the use of this method together with an OFDMA 777

scheme to make possible the full utilization of the frequency 778

spectrum of a PLC channel. The main challenge of this 779

proposal is to overcome the necessity of a master node 780

to coordinate the allocation of sub-carriers. In this regard, 781

the authors proposed schemes that perform this coordina- 782

tion in a distributed manner, without the need of a central 783

coordinator. Results showed throughput improvements when 784

compared to CSMA/CA together with orthogonal frequency 785

division multiplexing (OFDM) scheme, such as the one in 786

the HomePlug standards. Moreover, [88] identified a trade-off 787

between throughput and delay in the CSMA/CA of the IEEE 788

1901 Standard. In case throughput falls below a recommended 789

threshold, a reconfiguration of data network parameters in 790

order to balance this trade-off is required. 791

In multimedia scenarios, it is common to find proposals to 792

adjust CW and/or backoff period of CSMA/CA from BPLC 793

standards. For instance, [22], [90] showed that the efficiency of 794

contention scheme of the HomePlug 1.0 Standard at the link 795

layer level tends to deteriorate drastically in saturated data 796

networks. In order to overcome this problem, [22], [90] sug- 797

gested modifications in the CW of CSMA/CA assuming that 798

all data network nodes know exactly the number of active 799

nodes contending for channel access. In [21] and [126], a 800

dynamic CW size adjustment was proposed by considering 801

the number of successful transmissions and the number of 802

idle slots during signaling period. Results showed performance 803

improvements in relation to the CSMA/CA of the Homeplug 804

1.0 Standard even in saturated data networks without the need 805

to know the number of contending nodes. 806

Nevertheless, according to [86], aforementioned proposals 807

focus only on high priority users without any concern about the 808

low priority ones. Accordingly, a cross-layer protocol involv- 809

ing the MAC sublayer and the PHY layer was introduced 810

in [86]. This protocol exploits the cyclostationarity property 811

of PLC channel. Channel access is granted to multimedia 812

applications when signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is high and 813

to data transmission when SNR is low. Results showed that 814

the mean throughput of low priority users can improve up 815

to 300% when using the cross-layer protocol (opportunistic 816

CSMA/CA) in comparison to CSMA/CA. This protocol is 817

interesting not only for multimedia, but for any PLC applica- 818

tion which uses priority-based CSMA protocols. A drawback 819

of this work, however, is that the authors assumed that the 820

SNR only varies synchronously, decreasing or increasing its 821

values in all sub carriers. Thus, they did not show results for 822

more complicated models in which this assumption does not 823

apply. 824

Improvements to HomePlug 1.0 with regard to data trans- 825

missions other than multimedia data were discussed in [87]. 826
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It involves choosing which type of traffic will receive chan-827

nel access: multimedia traffic or data traffic. Results showed828

delay reduction and throughput improvement in multimedia829

traffic and a frame drop reduction in data traffic when com-830

pared to HomePlug 1.0 without the proposed enhancements.831

However, the authors did not compare their results with the832

use of HomePlug AV and/or HomePlug AV2, which could be833

interesting to comprise a wider range of multimedia applica-834

tions such as high-definition television (HDTV) and voice over835

Internet protocol (VoIP).836

In this regard, [20] analyzed CSMA/CA backoff period and837

proposed a simplified mathematical model taking into account838

saturated data networks for the HomePlug AV Standard. The839

authors highlight resource sharing fairness and starvation as840

challenges to be solved at the link layer level. The proposed841

mathematical model can be used to detect starvation result-842

ing from the priority resolution scheme, which precedes CW.843

Furthermore, the authors pointed out that a full demonstra-844

tion of the conditions in which the deferral counter of the845

CSMA/CA improves the performance of the network is an846

open research issue. Later, as an alternative to overcome847

the starvation problem, in [54], it was proposed the use top848

priority messages only for signaling purposes. However, in849

spite of the simplicity of the proposed solution, it was not850

well explored until the concluding remarks. Furthermore, the851

authors highlighted the vulnerability of the analyzed PLC852

system to denial-of-service attacks, although this subject was853

also little explored.854

Note that all aforementioned protocols are based on855

CSMA/CA. As an alternative, [80] directed attention to856

performance comparison among TDMA, ALOHA and857

CSMA/CD considering multimedia applications in BPLC858

systems. Results showed that CSMA/CD presented the best859

results in terms of delay, throughput and packet loss rate.860

Tsokalo et al. [113] also show good results related to the use of861

CSMA/CD. However, collision detection requires a full duplex862

communication, because users which perform data commu-863

nication need to sense the channel until the transmission864

ends. Thus, contention-based protocols which use CSMA/CD865

may adopt a multi-band OFDM (MOFDM) scheme with866

two sub-bands of frequency [112]. One of these sub-bands867

can be used for detecting collisions while the other for868

transmitting data.869

Hybrid protocols are also interesting to broadband870

multimedia applications. In this context, some works sug-871

gest the use of virtual slot multiple access (VSMA), which872

hybridize TDMA and CSMA/CA [116], [117]. The former is873

used in real time applications and the latter is used in best874

effort applications. Additionally, VSMA considers the exis-875

tence of virtual slots. A data network node which is using876

CSMA/CA needs to check the virtual slot before starting to877

contend for channel access. If this virtual slot is idle, this878

node can access the channel during this slot and transmit data879

skipping the CW. The result is reduced delay and improved880

throughput of VSMA in comparison to CSMA/CA or TDMA.881

On the other hand, the use of VSMA demands the imple-882

mentation of virtual slots, which adds complexity to the MAC883

sublayer.884

Furthermore, [118] focused on a hybrid protocol based on 885

the use of both CSMA/CA and TDMA in a multimedia sce- 886

nario. More specifically, this work proposed a real time error 887

handling technique which offers a trade-off between data com- 888

munication reliability and system throughput. In this regard, 889

the authors presented an adapted hybrid protocol, in which 890

the TDMA is capable of allowing a parent device to con- 891

trol bandwidth in real time according to traffic volume. In 892

the CSMA/CA period, however, bandwidth is not guaranteed. 893

A drawback of this work is the control message overhead 894

during the TDMA period, in which the parent device needs 895

to notify each device of a bandwidth schedule. Moreover, 896

synchronization issues may be a challenge for the proposed 897

solution. 898

There are also proposals for contention-free protocols for 899

multimedia applications, in BPLC systems. In general, these 900

protocols are built around a central coordinator node [79]. For 901

instance, a protocol based on the TDMA scheme in which 902

the coordinator node chooses a set of nodes which can share 903

the same time-slot was addressed in [81]. Results showed 904

throughput improvement and delay reduction compared to 905

traditional TDMA. Additionally, [78] analyzed the protocol 906

based on TDMA proposed in the OPERA Standard [174]. 907

In this protocol, the coordinator node sends a token to the 908

node which will access the channel during the next time-slot. 909

Results showed that repeaters improve performance in terms 910

of reliability, but it has a negative impact on end-to-end delay. 911

Furthermore, [174] also discouraged the use of this protocol, 912

since channel access delay increases as the number of users 913

increase. 914

Note that there were improvements attained in afore- 915

mentioned centralized protocols based on TDMA. However, 916

control messages overhead is a common issue in scenar- 917

ios in which there is a central coordinator node and, also, 918

such protocols tends to suffer higher delays than distributed 919

ones [28]. As an alternative, several researches supported the 920

use of distributed protocols based on the ALOHA proto- 921

col [83], [107]–[110]. Nevertheless, in this case, it is important 922

to consider collision avoidance strategies, because collision is 923

one of the major ALOHA protocol drawbacks [175]. 924

VI. PLC MAC PROTOCOLS FOR IN-VEHICLE 925

DATA COMMUNICATION 926

In-vehicle PLC refers to communication applications related 927

to any means of transportation, such as aircrafts, ships, cars 928

and trains. Nowadays, vehicles have many electrical control 929

units (ECUs) for the safety (e.g., antilock-braking systems) 930

and comfort (e.g., adaptive cruise control and multimedia 931

systems) of its occupants [176]. Thus, it is desirable to 932

implement an in-vehicle data network in order to control 933

vehicular electronics. Recent architectures, achievements and 934

challenges in the scope of in-vehicular data networks are sur- 935

veyed in [177] and [178]. It is important to emphasize that the 936

main requirements of these networks are: security, to prevent 937

the vehicle from being hacked; reliability, to avoid command 938

failures and provide real-time responses to deal with critical 939

system’s demands [11]. 940
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With the advent of fully electric vehicles, the following941

advantages associated with PLC systems emerged: it enables942

exploiting the existing in-vehicle challenges for data commu-943

nication purposes, reduces vehicle weight by decrementing944

the amount of dedicated cables for data communications,945

reduces manufacturing and operational costs associated with946

cable installations, and increase reliability [179]. Moreover, the947

weight reduction improves vehicle performance and increases948

its efficiency in terms of fuel consumption. Applications which949

could be covered by PLC system in these scenarios, include950

data transfer among sensors and actuators, traction control,951

automated battery charging with metering and billing, among952

others [180].953

There are authors who defend the use of contention-based954

protocols for PLC in-vehicle applications. For instance, [11]955

proposed a contention-based protocol, considering an OFDMA956

scheme, in which each data network node contends for a957

random subchannel. In summary, this protocol may reduce958

channel access delay, collision rate and, as a consequence,959

improve reliability of an in-vehicular NB-PLC system. It is960

interesting to highlight that, as the allocation of the subchan-961

nel is granted through a contention period, a coordinator node962

to perform this allocation is not needed. Nevertheless, the963

authors keep a practical implementation of the proposed pro-964

tocol as a challenging open research issue. Moreover, [105]965

addressed a contention-based protocol aiming at providing a966

reliable, compact and energy efficient in-vehicle data network.967

This work considered the use of the standard HomePlug968

Green PHY for in-vehicle BPLC, which showed good results969

for non-critical applications. However, results related to crit-970

ical applications are pointed out as an open research issue.971

Furthermore, [103], [104] introduced a contention-based pro-972

tocol for minimizing collisions in a BPLC in-car application.973

The authors outlined a modified CSMA/CA which uses an974

arbitration procedure for detecting and resolving contention.975

This work showed good results in terms of collision proba-976

bility reduction, but the proposed procedure generates a data977

packet overhead.978

Despite the interesting results related to contention-based979

protocols, there are arguments against their use in real-time980

applications for in-vehicle data communication purposes. For981

instance, [13], [82] discarded the use of CSMA because of982

collision rate, control messages overhead and starvation prob-983

ability in an in-car BPLC system. Thus, the authors proposed984

a priority-based contention-free protocol using TDMA and the985

priority scheme of HomePlug AV and of IEEE 1901. This pro-986

tocol also focuses on improving energy efficiency by putting987

non-active nodes in standby mode. In spite of the good results,988

the authors did not consider time-slots with a variable size,989

which could improve even more the resource sharing fair-990

ness of the proposed contention-free protocol. Regarding this991

subject, we recommend the reading of [181], which presents992

an interesting purpose for time-slots allocation that could be993

adapted to in-vehicle applications.994

Alternatively, [12] proposed the use of a hybrid proto-995

col, called Priority-based Medium Access, which combines996

the flexibility of CSMA/CA with the reduced overheads of997

TDMA, depending on the number of active nodes in an in-car998

BPLC system. As a comparative analysis among contention- 999

based, contention-free and hybrid protocols, the numerical 1000

results are favorable to the use of hybrid protocols. It was 1001

expected, since these protocols trade versatility for simplic- 1002

ity. In other words, hybrid protocols are able to deal with a 1003

wider range of data communication challenges, since it offers 1004

advantages from both contention-free and contention-based 1005

protocols. 1006

In the next section, we suggest some interesting research 1007

topics for investigation that are not well-addressed in the PLC 1008

scenario, but could yield interesting results. 1009

VII. FUTURE TRENDS 1010

In this section, we aim to present open research topics which 1011

could motivate the emergence of new proposals toward the 1012

improvement of the data communication over PLC systems 1013

within the scope of the MAC sublayer. In this regard, we 1014

identify some application-oriented insights and open problems, 1015

which could be useful information for the PLC community. 1016

Then, we highlight PLC and wireless networks similarities in 1017

order to find interesting research topics yet little explored in 1018

the PLC scenario. Further, we present several open research 1019

issues and appealing suggestions for reliability improvement 1020

at the link layer level of PLC systems. Lastly, but not the 1021

least, we present promising resource sharing approaches which 1022

could be adapted for PLC systems. 1023

A. Application-Oriented Insights and Open Issues 1024

During the analysis of the main PLC applications, we have 1025

identified interesting open research issues which could be con- 1026

sidered in future works. For instance, regarding the smart 1027

meter application, the development of MAC protocols consid- 1028

ering potential privacy problems [165], [166] is an important 1029

research topic in order to avoid the misuse of the meter read- 1030

ing information. Regarding the smart home application, we 1031

emphasize that the development of MAC protocols considering 1032

energy consumption and management issues is an appealing 1033

approach, since the number of electronic devices in an in-home 1034

scenario tends to increase [169]. Regarding the multimedia 1035

application, the vulnerability of PLC systems to denial-of- 1036

service attacks is a relevant issue yet little explored [54]. 1037

Regarding the in-vehicle application, the use of the OFDMA 1038

scheme in order to reduce collisions and channel access delay 1039

is an interesting subject. Sheng et al. [11] propose a MAC 1040

protocol to address this topic, but a practical implementation 1041

of the proposed protocol is still an available task. Moreover, 1042

the development of energy efficient MAC protocols for critical 1043

in-vehicle applications is also an open research issue [105]. In 1044

this context, the use of contention-free MAC protocols with 1045

a variable time-slot size [181] for optimizing the use of the 1046

network resources is a promising topic yet little explored for 1047

in-vehicle critical applications. 1048

B. PLC and Wireless Networks Similarities 1049

PLC data networks are similar to wireless networks in many 1050

aspects, such as their broadcast transmission propagation and 1051

their use of time-varying frequency selective channels [172]. 1052
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Thus, many characteristics of PLC Standards, methods and1053

protocols are closely related to the corresponding wireless1054

ones. For instance, it is well known that the CSMA/CA of1055

the IEEE 1901 and the HomePlug AV Standards are quite1056

similar to the CSMA/CA of the IEEE 802.11 Standard for1057

wireless data networks, apart from some modifications in1058

the exponential backoff algorithm and provisions for traf-1059

fic prioritization. However, there are still several advances1060

regarding the MAC sublayer related to wireless communi-1061

cations that can be very appealing for advancing the MAC1062

sublayer of PLC systems in order to address the diverse1063

demands and requirements related to Smart Things, IoT,1064

multimedia, in-vehicle and, more recently, the advent of the1065

Industry 4.0. In this regard, it is important to emphasize that1066

cooperative communication at the link layer, network coding,1067

hybrid automatic repeat request (ARQ) [182]–[184] and non-1068

orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) schemes [185], [186] are1069

promising research topics for PLC systems. Furthermore, slic-1070

ing and software-defined MAC sublayer investigations may1071

offer additional improvement to ensure flexibility and adapt-1072

ability of PLC system at the link layer level. Therefore,1073

the further investigation of the aforementioned topics is1074

a new endeavor for introducing new generations of PLC1075

systems.1076

C. Reliability Improvement1077

In order to improve data communication reliability at the1078

link layer level of PLC systems, relayed transmissions are an1079

interesting approach that may exploit communication diver-1080

sity [187]. In this regard, cooperative communication at the1081

link layer (e.g., cooperative MAC protocols) uses neighbor1082

nodes as relays to intermediate data transmissions and/or1083

retransmissions between a node source and a node destina-1084

tion [172]. For instance, [57] showed that a cooperative MAC1085

protocol is capable of reducing packet loss rate up to 43%1086

when compared to a PLC system without cooperation in the1087

studied scenario. In addition, PLC MAC protocols are eas-1088

ier to implement than cooperative protocols at the physical1089

layer, since the former do not require system modifications in1090

terms of hardware. Therefore, the development of new coop-1091

erative PLC MAC protocols is an interesting issue in order to1092

introduce improvements in the current standards and preserve1093

their physical layer legacy, which is more difficult to modify.1094

Nevertheless, most of the works about cooperative commu-1095

nication in PLC systems are mainly focused on the physical1096

layer [188].1097

Other than cooperative communication, network coding can,1098

also, improve data communication over PLC systems. In fact,1099

network coding can optimize the data communication flow1100

by coding multiple data messages into a single data mes-1101

sage, which is broadcasted and decoded by its receivers [189].1102

The use of network coding can reduce data communication1103

overhead and improve system performance [58] at the link1104

layer and this is an approach that remains to be more deeply1105

exploited for PLC systems.1106

Another approach little explored in the context of PLC1107

systems is the one based on the hybrid ARQ technique, which1108

can enhance data communication reliability by correcting cor- 1109

rupted data packets. This kind of packet correction technique is 1110

performed at the physical layer by using, for instance, turbo 1111

or polar codes, after considering negative acknowledgement 1112

(NACK) messages from an ARQ technique. In such context, 1113

corrupted data packets could be stored at their node desti- 1114

nation reception buffer and combined in order to find and, 1115

then, correct their erroneous bits [184]. In the literature, it is 1116

common to find hybrid ARQ techniques associated with chase 1117

combining [190] or incremental redundancy [191] techniques. 1118

The chase combining technique requires retransmissions of 1119

the same (complete) packet by the sender, on every NACK 1120

from receiver, until either the packet is accepted or a threshold 1121

number of retransmissions has been made. Each new packet 1122

is combined with the previous ones to get a better version 1123

of the earlier. Otherwise, incremental redundancy technique 1124

requires the retransmission of redundancy symbols each time 1125

a NACK is received. Thus different code rates can be obtained 1126

with each retransmission by varying the number of parity bits. 1127

Regarding both techniques, in [192] was shown that, gen- 1128

erally, incremental redundancy provides a better throughput 1129

than chase combining. However, when the signal to noise 1130

ratio varies widely, the latter can outperform the former in 1131

wireless communication systems. It is important to point out 1132

that hybrid ARQ is little explored in PLC systems although 1133

it yields interesting results in wireless systems. Therefore, its 1134

investigation defines appealing research endeavors for improv- 1135

ing the performance of PLC systems at the link and physical 1136

layer levels. 1137

Another kind of hybrid ARQ may arise by correcting cor- 1138

rupted packets at link layer, instead of physical layer, by using 1139

simple techniques in order to avoid requirements for changes 1140

in the systems in which these techniques could be used. In this 1141

sense, it could be interesting to use a cooperative MAC pro- 1142

tocol together with the packet correction technique, because 1143

the diversity provided by the former is favorable to the error 1144

detection and correction performed by the latter. For instance, 1145

Figure 10 shows cumulative distribution functions of packet 1146

loss ratios by considering packets of 500 Bytes in a PLC 1147

single-relay channel model. The dashed curves are associated 1148

with the numerical results which makes use of the OFDMA 1149

scheme at the physical layer, while the continuous curves refer 1150

to results associated with the use of the OFDM scheme at 1151

the physical layer. The first two legends of this plot refers to 1152

the curves related to the so-called enhanced PLC MAC pro- 1153

tocol (EPLC-CMAC protocol), which uses packet correction 1154

and cooperation at the link layer. The third and fourth legends 1155

refer to results of the PLC-CMAC protocol [57], which con- 1156

siders only cooperation at the link layer. The last two legends 1157

refer to the curves related to a PLC system that does not use 1158

any cooperative protocol nor packet correction technique at 1159

the link layer. Note that the curves of EPLC-CMAC proto- 1160

col show the lowest packet loss ratio results when compared 1161

to the others even when we consider that the correction of 1162

only for one erroneous bit per packet at the link layer. That is 1163

something that could be more investigated in order to intro- 1164

duce improvements at the link layer with minimal changes in 1165

the whole MAC protocol. 1166
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Fig. 10. Packet loss ratio results considering the maximum correction of
1 bit per packet.

As an alternative to improve reliability of data commu-1167

nication, hybrid PLC-wireless scenarios can improve system1168

diversity [45]–[49], [193]. In such scenarios, data communica-1169

tion is performed through PLC and wireless channels working1170

in parallel. More specifically, after any transmission, the recep-1171

tion buffer of destination nodes has at least two copies of the1172

same data packet: one received through a PLC interface and1173

another received through a wireless interface. In this sense, the1174

use of chase combining techniques, which use copies of the1175

same packet for detecting erroneous bits, might be a promising1176

approach yet little explored in such scenario. This approach1177

can highly improve system performance and robustness due to1178

the exploration of the diversity offered by the hybrid channels.1179

The design of MAC methods and protocols addressing both1180

hybrid combinations of PLC and wireless channels (i.e., serial1181

and parallel combination) constitutes a challenging issue to be1182

pursued.1183

Regarding Smart Things scenarios, there is a variety of1184

devices (e.g., meters, poles, equipments and sensors) with1185

heterogeneous data communication needs to be fulfilled by1186

the available telecommunication infrastructure. In this context,1187

resource slicing could be a viable approach for improving the1188

network resource utilization in PLC systems. According to the1189

literature, slicing is defined as a subset of network resources1190

allocated to a coordinator node (virtual operator or service1191

provider) [194]. These resources can be distributed, by the1192

coordinator node, to a subgroup of end users. Note that, in1193

a single network, resources can be divided among different1194

slices independent from each other. For the aforementioned1195

applications, slices could be used to guarantee specific quality1196

of service (QoS) requirements to a specific subset of devices.1197

In an in-vehicular network, for example, real-time applica-1198

tions could receive a resource slice different from ergonomic1199

applications. In this case, each slice could receive adequate1200

resource, respecting their specific characteristics, in a single1201

network. Although promising, resource slicing has not being1202

investigated in PLC systems context. Thus, it is an interesting1203

open research topic for improving the performance of PLC1204

systems at the link layer level.1205

D. Resource Sharing Improvement1206

In order to optimize the use of the available resources in1207

a data communication system, the heterogeneity of the afore-1208

mentioned applications has also inspired relevant studies on1209

packet size optimization [195]. The use of larger packet sizes1210

may trade a reduced payload-to-overhead ratio for an augmen- 1211

tation of the packet error rate and for a higher transmission 1212

power level assignment, which decreases the energy efficiency 1213

of the PLC system. On the other hand, the use of small packets 1214

trades reduced packet error rate and improved energy effi- 1215

ciency of the PLC system for a high payload-to-overhead 1216

ratio. These trade-offs, although studied for wireless sensor 1217

networks, are little explored in PLC systems related to Smart 1218

Things and IoT applications. Innovative PLC MAC protocols 1219

could be developed in order to modify the packet size adap- 1220

tively, by using bigger packets when the channel SNR is high 1221

and fragmenting the data among smaller packets when the 1222

channel SNR is low. This approach can also improve the reli- 1223

ability of PLC systems. Overall, this kind of research efforts 1224

may result in precise data packet size specifications for fulfill- 1225

ing characteristics of very distinct demands of each application 1226

discussed in the present survey. 1227

Additionally, we believe that the novel approach used in 1228

medium access related to 5G [196], [197] holds significant 1229

promise for the design of new generations of PLC systems. 1230

For instance, recent investigations on 5G have focused on 1231

NOMA schemes [185], [186], which is an appealing approach 1232

to improve wireless system throughput, handle access col- 1233

lisions and allow massive connectivity demands inherent to 1234

Smart Things applications. 1235

Orthogonal multiple access (OMA) schemes [198], such as 1236

TDMA and OFDMA, serve a single user in each orthogonal 1237

resource block. As an alternative to improve communication 1238

in scenarios with massive connectivity, such as 5G networks 1239

or smart grid scenarios, NOMA schemes can serve multiple 1240

users in the same resource block without dividing the band- 1241

width [199]. As a consequence, NOMA schemes are able to 1242

provide higher system throughput, better fairness of resource 1243

sharing and reduced electromagnetic compatibility issues in 1244

PLC systems [200]. A cooperative MAC protocol in which 1245

source and relay nodes could retransmit data together in the 1246

same time-slot, by considering a NOMA scheme, is an idea 1247

yet unexplored in PLC systems. In addition, further investiga- 1248

tion of NOMA schemes for both narrowband and broadband 1249

applications is still an open research issue in the PLC context. 1250

Finally, but not the least, the significant increase of devices 1251

demanding data communication motivate a revisiting of other 1252

medium access techniques based on multi-user concepts, such 1253

as code division multiple access, multicarrier-code division 1254

multiple access, and the multichirp-code division multiple 1255

access [201], because they can increase the fairness by maxi- 1256

mizing the use of limited channel resources among connected 1257

devices. Moreover, it would be interesting to focus, in the 1258

MAC perspective, on recent findings related to the energy effi- 1259

ciency and the delay reduction from wake-up radio techniques 1260

of wireless sensor networks [202] and the efficient utiliza- 1261

tion of the available spectrum based on the cognitive radio 1262

concepts [203], because the high increase of devices demand- 1263

ing connectivity means that the energy consumption and the 1264

network resource sharing must be optimized. Furthermore, the 1265

correct investigation of software-defined radio concepts [204], 1266

in the MAC perspective, may be very appealing research topic 1267

to allow PLC systems to cognitively operate, at the link layer 1268
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level, in a time-varying environment, which characterizes elec-1269

tric power grids, with dynamic resource demands from users.1270

Overall, new efforts related to the open research topics may1271

offer additional improvements in the performance of PLC1272

systems in terms of the MAC sublayer. It is important to1273

improve flexibility and real-time adaptability of the MAC sub-1274

layer in order to enable PLC systems to deal with the dynamics1275

of environment and applications.1276

VIII. CONCLUSION1277

In this paper we have discussed MAC methods and MAC1278

protocols within the scope of PLC applications and standards.1279

In this sense, we have surveyed the state of the art and ana-1280

lyzed recent research on PLC systems from a MAC sublayer1281

perspective. We focused on identifying and extending the basic1282

knowledge that allows us to explore the state of the art and1283

the challenges for improving the current PLC MAC protocols1284

and/or developing novel ones.1285

We have brought to the readers’ attention several research1286

works on MAC contention-based and contention-free protocols1287

which aim at improving the CSMA/CA and TDMA perfor-1288

mances, respectively. Furthermore, we have pointed out that1289

hybrid protocols are associated with trade-off among advan-1290

tages of contention-based and of contention-free protocols.1291

Moreover, we have emphasized that the suggested organiza-1292

tions of the works from the literature can guide researchers and1293

practitioners interested in research activities related to PLC1294

MAC protocols.1295

Finally, but not the least, we have discussed several chal-1296

lenging research topics associated with the MAC sublayer in1297

order to improve PLC systems. The open research issues we1298

have presented may motivate the development of new research1299

to improve data communication technologies in IoT, Smart1300

Things, multimedia, in-vehicle applications and new ones,1301

such as the Industry 4.0.1302
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